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Issues relate to EFSA response to the Commission,
October 2015:

1) Definition of recombinant nucleic molecule.

2) Is ODM equivalent to mutagenesis?

3) Definition of genetic material.

4) RNA dependent DNA methylation

Issues for discussion



I’ll be referring to
two reports:

1) Greenpeace (2015)
Technical briefing on
gene-editing
(http://www.greenpeace.to/greenpeac
e/wp-
content/uploads/2015/11/Application-
of-GMO-definitions-to-plants-
developed-by-cisgenesis-and-gene-
editing-techniques.pdf)

2) Expert opinion on the
status of ODM under EU
legislation (Heinemann 2015)
http://www.inbi.canterbury.ac.nz/Docu
ments/Reports%20and%20others/OD
M-Report-by%20INBI.pdf



• There is no lower limit to the number of base
pairs that make up a recombinant nucleic acid.

• One of the central concepts defining a GMO is
whether it is created by an in vitro technique.

• An in vitro technique causes heritable change in
an organism via introduced material prepared
outside the organism.

1) Definition of recombinant nucleic acid
molecule (Greenpeace 2015)



2) Mutagenesis ≠ ODM

• There are important differences between
mutagenesis and ODM.

• That two processes can produce similar products
does not mean that all products of the two
processes are the same and only the same.
(Heinemann 2015)

• There is no history of use of ODM in commercial
products for food or agriculture.



2) Mutagenesis ≠ ODM (cont.)

• Oligonucleotides are mutagens as they cause
changes in DNA sequences,

• but that does not make their use equivalent to
the use of “traditional” mutagens that have
created products with a history of safe use.

• Oligonucleotides are intended for use to
genetically engineer organisms, not just create
mutations.

(Heinemann 2015)



2) Mutagenesis ≠ ODM (cont.)

• Oligonucleotides target the location for change.

– different from “traditional” mutagens that make location
random changes.

• The efficiency of change may make changes at
unintended sites more probable than using traditional
mutagens. (Heinemann 2015)

• Even if the oligonucleotide is not permanently inserted
into the genome (e.g. bred out), genomic changes still
persist from material prepared outside the organism and
introduced to cells, including any unintended changes.
(Greenpeace 2015)



3) Definition of Genetic Material

• Epigenetic changes are heritable.

• Important in defining population characteristics
(e.g. Taudt et al. 2016. Genetic sources of population epigenomic variation. Nat.
Rev. Genet. 17: 319-332).

• Given that the epigenome plays a role in
transferring traits, it could be considered part of
the genome along with nucleic acids.



4) RNA dependent DNA methylation

• RNA dependent DNA methylation is epigenetic
engineering as:

– it results in heritable changes to gene expression.

– changes may not reversible in practice.



Summary

• GMOs are produced by a number of
techniques, including those using recombinant
nucleic acids and in vitro techniques.

• Mutagenesis ≠ ODM.

• The epigenome could be considered genetic
material.
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